
Coach Questionnaire
Name:_____________________________________  Age: ___ Email: _________________
 

Instructions: Please answer the following questions to help us understand your goals and 
aspirations for this coaching journey.

1. What is most important to you regarding this value/life domain?

2. What do you hope to achieve through this personal coaching sequence/session?

3. What specific outcomes would you like to see happen?

4. What are the precise goals you want to achieve?



5. Describe your ideal result from this coaching experience…

6. Tell me more about the perfect outcome you envision…

7. What motivates you to achieve this goal?

8. What deeper meaning or personal significance does this goal hold for you?

9. What positive changes do you anticipate if you achieve your desired outcome?



10. How will you recognize when you have successfully reached your desired outcome?

Note: Your responses will be treated with utmost confidentiality and will be used solely to tailor 
the coaching journey to your unique aspirations and needs.


	Name: Ruth Brown
	Age: 31
	Email: ruthbrown@email.com
	undefined: The most important aspect of this value/life domain to me is achieving a sense of fulfillment and purpose. I want to feel that my actions and choices align with my values and contribute to a meaningful and satisfying life.

	undefined_2: Through this personal coaching sequence/session, I hope to gain clarity about my goals and aspirations, identify any limiting beliefs or obstacles holding me back, and develop actionable strategies to overcome challenges and move closer to my desired outcomes.
	undefined_3: I would like to see concrete outcomes such as improved self-confidence, better time management skills, and increased focus on my priorities. Additionally, I want to experience a more balanced and fulfilling life that encompasses both personal and professional growth.
	undefined_4: My precise goals are to develop a clear career roadmap with achievable milestones, build stronger and healthier relationships, and enhance my overall well-being by adopting positive habits and practices.
	undefined_5: My ideal result from this coaching experience is a transformation in how I approach challenges and opportunities. I want to feel empowered to take decisive actions, embrace change with confidence, and maintain a positive outlook even in the face of adversity.
	undefined_6: The perfect outcome I envision is a life that is deeply fulfilling and aligned with my core values. I see myself excelling in my career, surrounded by a supportive network of friends and family, and being emotionally resilient to handle any setbacks that come my way.
	undefined_7: The desire to lead a purposeful and meaningful life motivates me. I want to make a positive impact on others and leave a lasting legacy. Additionally, the prospect of personal growth and continuous improvement drives me to achieve this goal.
	undefined_8: This goal holds a profound personal significance for me because it represents the fulfillment of my potential and the realization of my dreams. It's about becoming the best version of myself and living a life that aligns with my values and aspirations.
	undefined_9: If I achieve my desired outcome, I anticipate experiencing greater happiness, improved relationships, reduced stress levels, and a stronger sense of purpose. I believe these positive changes will positively impact all areas of my life.
	undefined_10: I will recognize that I have successfully reached my desired outcome when I experience a genuine sense of contentment and joy in my daily life. Additionally, I will see tangible progress towards my specific goals and witness positive shifts in my attitudes and behaviors.


